
Fifth & Sixth Grade Notes
(and 7/8 Grade Math Notes, too)

September 24, 2021

Dear Families,

Conferences begin next week.  Many of you will find your conference time in today’s

papers.  If there are conflicts, let me know and we can come up with something that works

better.  The last few conferences will be scheduled very soon (hopefully by the time you

are reading this.)

In social studies, we took a quiz on some geography and map concepts.  We continue

learning about culture and globalization.

We are nearing the end of our book and should finish with the reading next week.

With MAPs testing, we have taken a break from grammar and started to really focus on

our reading and answering questions completely.  Vocabulary, spelling, and AV words are

found on the back.  There will be a quiz on these words next Friday.

We will be testing over Unit 1 in theology next week.  There will be plenty of review

and time to study.  Thursday we helped replace the Gather hymnals in the church for 30

minutes toward the service hours students need.

Math 5 tested on Module 1.  Now we move on to division.

Math 6 is comparing rational numbers in decimal and fraction form.  We should be

testing next week.

Math 7 has also finished their first module and will test next week.

Math 8 tested on translations, rotations, and reflections and will focus on enlarging

and reducing polygons next.

Algebra is graphing and writing equations of parallel and perpendicular lines.

Peace,

Mrs. Sullivan

ssullivan@saintscjm.com

mailto:ssullivan@saintscjm.com


Vocabulary - Quiz on Friday, October 1, 2021

Need to know definitions - will be a word bank to spell correctly

vigilant proprietor rapscallions

gaunt fetid haberdasher

leisure ruckus reluctantly

frantic fared crockery

Spelling - Review 1

Need to know how to spell and use each correctly in a sentence.

to too two because

there their they’re friend

break brake were where

peace piece you’re your

No Academic Vocabulary this week because of spelling review.


